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Segregation & Independent Assortment
Unlinked genes segregate independently as a result of meiosis.

- Segregation:  The separation of 2 alleles for every gene that occurs during meiosis

- Independent Assortment: The observation that alleles of one gene will segregate 

independently of alleles of different genes

- Genes on different chromosomes are unlinked and segregate independently

- Genes on the same chromosome are linked and do not segregate independently

- The further separation of genes the more likely crossing over is to occur, which makes it look 

like the genes are not linked



Linked Genes
Gene loci are said to be linked if they are on the same chromosome.

- Genes are arranged in a linear sequence on the chromosome. The specific position of a gene 

on the chromosome is known as the locus. 

- Genes that have the same sequence are homologous. Homologous chromosomes are not 

usually identical because there are alleles that are different. 

- Autosomes are the chromosomes that are common for both male and female.

- Autosomal linkage is the way genes are located next to each other on a chromosome.

- Autosomal Gene Linkage: The genes are located next to each other on the same 

autosome

- Sex Linkage: The genes are located next to each other  on the sex  chromosome



Types of Variation
Variation can be discrete or continuous.

- Variation is the difference between organisms and the variation can be either discrete or 
discontinuous. 

- Discrete variation is when there is more than one possibility, but there are no inbetween 
options.   Example: Blood types can be either O, A, B or a combination of A and B, but 
there are no blood types in between them. 

- Continuous variation has no limit on what the outcome is.  Example: Height and weight of 
a population will have no limit.



Continuous Variation
The phenotypes of polygenic characteristics tend to show continuous variation.

● 2 or more genes affect the same character
● Increasing the number of loci responsible for a particular trait increases the number of 

possible phenotypes (visible characteristics)
● The bell curves show the potential phenotypes determined by the number of genes that 

control each character. 



Chi-Squared Test
Chi-squared tests are used to determine whether the difference between an observed and 
expected frequency distribution is statistically significant.

● If the P value is less than .05 then the results are significant and disprove the null 
hypothesis that there is no significance between observed and expected frequencies.



Main Idea
- Genes on chromosomes are either linked and don't segregate independently or are 

unlinked and segregate independently 

- Genes are arranged in a linear sequence on chromosomes and autosomal linkage is the 

way genes are located next to each other on a chromosome.

- Variation can be discrete or continuous

- Chi-squared tests determine if the difference between observed and expected frequency 

distribution is significant 



Connection to Previous Topic
- Connects to adaptation because characteristics that allow an organism to 

survive are passed down and the offspring inherits them. 



DBQ
In sweet pea plants, the trait for purple flowers (P) is dominant to the trait for 
red flowers (p). 
Similarly, the trait for long pollen (L) is dominant to the trait for round pollen (l). 
Two heterozygotes are crossed, yielding the following frequencies for the F1 
generation: 
296 purple, long plants ; 19 purple, round plants ; 27 red, long plants ; 85 red, 
round plants 
Activity: Use the chi-squared test to determine if these results are due to 
independent assortment. 
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